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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION TO RADAR SYSTEM

1.1 Introduction:-

Radar is an electromagnetic system for the detection and location of objects. It operates by transmitting a

particular type of waveform, a pulse-modulated sine wave for example, and detects the nature of the echo

signal. Radar is used to extend the capability of one's senses for observing the environment, especially the

sense of vision.

An elementary form of radar consists of a transmitting antenna emitting electromagnetic radiation

generated by an oscillator of some sort, a receiving antenna, and an energy-detecting device, or receiver.

A portion of the transmitted signal is intercepted by a reflecting object (target) and is reradiated in all

directions. It is the energy reradiated in the back direction that is of prime interest to the radar. The

receiving antenna collects the returned energy and delivers it to a receiver, where it is processed to detect

the presence of the target and to extract its location and relative velocity.

The distance to the target is determined by measuring the time taken for the radar signal to travel

to the target and back. The direction, or angular position, of the target may be determined from the

direction of arrival of the reflected wave front. The usual method of measuring the direction of arrival is

with narrow antenna beams. If relative motion exists between target and radar, the shift in the carrier

frequency of the reflected wave (Doppler Effect) is a measure of the target's relative (radial) velocity and

may be used to distinguish moving targets from stationary objects. In radars which continuously track the

movement of a target, a continuous indication of the rate of change of target position is also available.

1.2 History Background

James Clerk Maxwell (1831 –1879) - predicted the existence of radio waves in his theory of

electromagnetism. In 1886, Hertz experimentally tested the theories of Maxwell and

demonstrated the similarity between radio and light waves. Hertz showed that radio waves could

be reflected itself. Heinrich Hertz, in 1886, experimentally tested the theories of Maxwell and

demonstrated the similarity between radio and light waves. Hertz showed that radio waves could be

reflected by metallic and dielectric bodies. Due to these reflections occurred through metallic bodies

given a start to the development of radar systems.
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In 1903 a German engineer by the name of Hiilsmeyer experimented with the detection

of radio waves reflected from ships. He obtained a patent in 1904 in several countries for an

radio waves reflected from ships as shown in fig.1.

(a)

(b)
Fig. 1 (a) Detection of wooden ship in 1904 (b) Hülsmeyer 1904, who detected the first object

through radar

In the autumn of 1922 A. H. Taylor and L. C. Young of the Naval Research Laboratory detected

a wooden ship using a CW wave-interference radar with separated receiver and transmitter. The

wavelength was 5 m. The first application of the pulse technique to the measurement of distance

was in the basic scientific investigation by Breit and Tuve in 1925 for measuring the height of

the ionosphere. However, more than a decade was to elapse before the detection of aircraft by

pulse radar was demonstrated.
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The first detection of aircraft using the wave-interference effect was made in June, 1930,

by L. A. tlyland of the Naval Research Laboratory.' It was made accidentally while he was

working with a direction-finding apparatus located in an aircraft on the ground. The transmitter

at a frequency of 33 MHz was located 2 miles away, and the beam crossed an air lane from L.

Hyland of the Naval Research Laboratory. It was made accidentally while he was working with a

direction-finding apparatus located in an aircraft on the ground. The transmitter at a frequency of

33 MHz was located 2 miles away, and the beam crossed an air lane from a nearby airfield.

Before the advent of radar, the only practicable means of detection of aircraft was

acoustic, and a network of acoustic detectors was built in the 1920s and 1930s around the south

and east coast of the UK, some of which still remain. In calm air conditions, detection ranges of

up to 25km were achievable.

(a)

(b) (c)

Fig. 2 Different types of Acoustic Radars from 1920-1930
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Radar Applications:-

In aviation, aircraft are equipped with radar devices that warn of aircraft or other obstacles in or

approaching their path, display weather information, and give accurate altitude readings. The

first commercial device fitted to aircraft was a 1938 Bell Lab unit on some United Air

Lines aircraft. Such aircraft can land in fog at airports equipped with radar-assisted ground-

controlled approach systems in which the plane's flight is observed on radar screens while

operators radio landing directions to the pilot.

Marine radars are used to measure the bearing and distance of ships to prevent collision with

other ships, to navigate, and to fix their position at sea when within range of shore or other fixed

references such as islands, buoys, and lightships. In port or in harbour, vessel traffic service radar

systems are used to monitor and regulate ship movements in busy waters.

Normal radar functions:

1. Range (from pulse delay)

2. Velocity (from Doppler frequency shift)

3. Angular direction (from antenna pointing)

Signature analysis and inverse scattering:

4. Target size (from magnitude of return)

5. Target shape and components (return as a function of direction)

6. Moving parts (modulation of the return)

7. Material composition

The complexity (cost & size) of the radar increases with the extent of the functions that the
radar performs.
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CHAPTER 2: BASIC PRINCIPLES OF RADAR

A radar system has a transmitter that emits radio waves called radar signals in moving or

stationary target directions. When these come into contact with an object they are

usually reflected or scattered in many directions. Radar signals are reflected especially well by

materials of considerable electrical conductivity especially by most metals, by seawater and by

wet ground. Some of these make the use of radar altimeters possible. The radar signals that are

reflected back towards the transmitter are the desirable ones that make radar work. If the object

is moving either toward or away from the transmitter, there is a slight equivalent change in

the frequency of the radio waves, caused by the Doppler effect.

The basic principle of the radar is shown in fig. 2.1. A transmitter generates an electromagnetic

signal that is radiated by the antenna into space. A portion of the transmitted electromagnetic

energy is reflected back by the target towards the radar. Based on the received target echo signal

the receiver made decision for the position, range and direction of the target. The term radar is a

contraction of the words radio detection and ranging.

Fig. 2.1 Basic Principles of the Radar

The basic terminology used for radar is discussed as follows.

Range:- The range of the target is observed by measuring the time ( RT ) it takes for the radar

signal to travel to the target and return back to the radar. Thus the time for the signal to travel to
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the target located at range (R) and the return back to the radar is 2R/C. The range of the target

can be given as:

2
RcT

R  … (1)

with the range in kilometers or in nautical miles, and T in microseconds.

( ) 0.15 ( )

( ) 0.081 ( )
R

R

R km T s

R nmi T s







… (2)

Maximum Unambiguous Range:- Once a signal is radiated into space by a radar, enough time

must elapse to allow all echo signal to return to the radar before the transmission of next pulse.

The rate at which the pulses are transmitted, is determined by the longest range of the target. If
the time between pulses PT is too short, an echo signal from the long range target might arrive

after the transmission of the next pulse. The echo that arrives after the transmission of next pulse

is called as second-time-around-echo (or multiple-time-around-echo). Such an echo would

appear to be at a closer range than actual, this range measurement will be misleading for range

calculation, if it is not known that this is second time echo. The range beyond which the target
appears as second-time-around-echoes is the maximum unambiguous range, unR and is given by

2 2

1

P
un

p

p
P

P

cT c
R

f

f
T

Duty cycle
T



 





… (3)

Where PT is the pulse repletion time and pf is the pulse repetition frequency.

A problem with pulsed radars and range measurement is how to unambiguously determine the

range to the target if the target returns a strong echo. This problem arises because of the fact that

pulsed radars typically transmit a sequence of pulses. The radar receiver measures the time

between the leading edges of the last transmitting pulse and the echo pulse. It is possible that an

echo will be received from a long range target after the transmission of a second transmitting

pulse.

In this case, the radar will determine the wrong time interval and therefore the wrong range. The

measurement process assumes that the pulse is associated with the second transmitted pulse and

declares a much reduced range for the target. This is called range ambiguity and occurs where

there are strong targets at a range in excess of the pulse repetition time. The pulse repetition time

defines a maximum unambiguous range. To increase the value of the unambiguous range, it is

necessary to increase the PRT, this means: to reduce the PRF.
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Echo signals arriving after the reception time are placed either into the  transmit time where they

remain unconsidered since the radar equipment isn't ready to receive during this time, or  into the

following reception time where they lead to measuring failures (ambiguous returns).

Fig. 2.2 a second-time-arounr-echo in a distance of 400 km assumes a wrong range of 100 km

Pulse Repetition Frequency (PRF):- The rate at which the pulses are transmitted towards the
target from the radar is called as the pulse repletion frequency, pf .

1
p

P

f
T
 … (4)

Pulse Repetition Period:- The time interval at which the pulses are periodically transmitted
towards the target from the radar is called as the pulse repletion period, PT is given by in terms

of prf.

1
p

P

T
f

 … (5)

Fig. 2.3 A typical radar time line
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Duty Cycle:- The duty cycle of the radar waveform is described as the ratio of the total time the

radar is radiating to the total time it could have radiated.

av

T

p
Duty cycle

P
 … (6)

p
P

Duty cycle f
T


  … (7)

Where  is pulse width of the transmitted pulse and PT is the pulse repetition period.

Peak Power of the Radar:- The maximum power of the radar antenna, that can be transmitted

for the maximum unambiguous range target detection in particular direction.

Average Power of the Radar:- The average power of the radar antenna, that can be transmitted

for the maximum unambiguous range target detection in all the direction (for isotropic antenna).

Radar Wave forms:- Typical radar utilizes various waveforms for target detection.

o Pulse waveform:- A radar uses rectangular pulse wave form with pulse width of

1microsecond, pulse repletion period 1 millisecond.

o Continuous waveform:- A very long continuous waveform are required for some

long range radars to achieve sufficient energy for small target detection.

o

Fig.2.4 Example of typical pulse waveform for medium range air surveillance radar
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CHAPTER: 3 RADAR RANGE EQUATION

3.1 Introduction:-

The radar range relates the radar range with the characteristics of transmitter, receiver

antenna, target and environment. The radar range equation is useful to understand the maximum

range of the radar that can be detected by the radar with their performance parameters. One of

the simpler equations of radar theory is the radar range equation.

3.2 BASIC RADAR RANGE EQUATIONS

The transmitted power tP is radiated by an isotropic antenna, the power density at distance R can

be given as:

2
Power demnsityat range R froman isotropicantenna

4
tP

R
 (Watt/square meter)    … (3.1)

The maximum gain of the antenna can be defined as:

max power density radiated byan antenna

power density radiated by a lossless isotropic antenna
G  … (3.2)

Thus the power density at target from a directive antenna can be given as:

2
Power densityat range R from directiveantenna

4
tPG

a
R

 … (3.3)

The target receives a portion of the incident energy and reflected it in various directions. Thus

the radar cross section of the target determines the power density returned back to the radar.

The reflected power from the target through its cross section (target cross section) can be given

as:

Reflected power from the target towards the radar =
2 24 4

tPG

R R


 

 … (3.4)

The radar antenna receives a portion of the reflected power from the target cross section. the

received power can be given as:

2 24 4
t

r e

PG
P A

R R


 

   … (3.5)
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e aA A  … (3.6)

Where eA is the effective area of the receiving antenna, A is the physical antenna area and a is

the antenna aperture efficiency. The maximum range of the radar (Rmax) can be defined as the

maximum distance beyond which radar cannot detect the target.  So the received signal power

can be given as the minimum detectable signal.

min 2 2
max4 4

t
e

PG
S A

R R


 

   … (3.7)

1/4

max
min4 4

t ePG A
R

S


 

 
   
 

… (3.8)

This is the fundamental form of radar range equation. If the antenna is used for both the

transmission and receiving purpose, then the transmitted gain (G) can be given in terms of the

effective area ( eA ).

2

4 eA
G




 … (3.9)

Now the maximum radar range can be given as follows.

1/42

max 3
min(4 )

t ePG A
R

S





 
   
 

(When G is constant) … (3.10)

1/42

max 3
min(4 )

t eP A
R

S



 
   
 

(When eA is constant) … (3.11)

These three forms of radar range equations [2.8, 2.10 and 2.11] are based on the effective area

( eA ) and transmitter antenna gain (G).

3.3 Radar Block Diagram

The operation of a typical pulse radar may be described with the aid of the block diagram shown

in Fig. 1.2. The transmitter may be an oscillator. such as a magnetron. that is "pulsed" (turned on

and off) by the modulator to generate a repetitive train of pulses. The magnetron has prohahly

heen the most widely used of the various microwave generators for radar. A typical radar for the

detection of aircraft at ranges of 100 or 200 nmi might employ a peak power of the order of a

megawatt. an average power of several kilowatts, a pulse width of several microseconds. and a
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pulse repetition frequency of several hundred pulses per second. The waveform generated by the

transmitter travels via a transmission line to the antenna.

where it is radiated into space.

A single antenna is generally used for both transmitting and receiving. The receiver must

be protected from damage caused by the high power of the transmitter. This is the function of the

duplexer. The receiver is usually of the superheterodyne type. The first stage might be a low-

noise RF amplifier. such as a parametric amplifier or a low-noise transistor. However. it is not

always desirable to employ a low-noise first stage in radar.

Fig. 3.1 Radar Block Diagram

The mixer and local oscillator (LO) convert the RF signal to an intermediate frequency (IF). A

"typical" IF amplifier for an air-surveillance radar might have a center frequency of 30 or 60

MHz and a bandwidth of the order of one megahertz.

The IF amplifier should be designed as a matchted filter; i.e., its frequency-response function

H(f) should maximize the peak-signal-to-mean-noise-power ratio at the output.
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After maximizing the signal-to-noise ratio in the IF amplifier, the pulse modulation is extracted

by the second detector and amplified by the video amplifier to a level where it can be properly

displayed, usually on a cathode-ray tube (CRT). Timing signals are also supplied to the indicator

to provide the range zero. Angle information is obtained from the pointing direction of the

antenna.

Fig. 3.2  (a) PPI presentation displaying range vs. angle (intensity modulation); (b) A scope

presentation displaying amplitude vs. range (deflection modulation).

A common form of radar antenna is a reflector with a parabolic shape, fed (illuminated) from a

point source at its focus. The parabolic reflector focuses the energy into a narrow beam, just as

does a searchlight or an automobile headlamp. The beam may be scanned in space by mechanical

pointing of the antenna. Phased-array antennas have also been used for radar. In a phased array

the beam is scanned by electronically varying the phase of the currents across the aperture.

3.3 Radar’s Electromagnetic Spectrum

Conventional radars generally have been operated at frequencies extending from about 220 MHz

to 35 GHz, a spread of more than seven octaves. These are not necessarily the limits, since radars
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can be, and have been, operated at frequencies outside either end of this range.Skywave HF over-

the-horizon (OTH) radar might be at frequencies as low as 4 or 5 MHz, and Groundwave HF

radars as low as 2 MHz. At the other end of the spectrum, millimeter radars Have operated at 94

GHz. Laser radars operate at even higher frequencies.

The place of radar frequencies in the electromagnetic spectrum is shown in Fig. 3.3. Some of the

nomenclature employed to designate the various frequency regions is also shown. Early in the

development of radar, a letter code such as S, X, L, etc., was employed to Designate radar

frequency bands. Although its original purpose was to guard military secrecy, the designations

were maintained, probably out of habit as well as the need for some convenient short

nomenclature. This usage has continued and is now an accepted practice of radar engineers.

Fig. 3.3 Frequency spectrum for radar frequencies

Table 3.1 lists the radar-frequency letter-band nomenclature adopted by the IEEE. These are

related to the specific bands assigned by the International Telecommunications Union for radar.

For example, although the nominal frequency range for L band is 1000 to 2000 MHz, an L-band
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radar is thought of as being confined within the region from 1215 to 1400 MHz since that is the

extent of the assigned band.

Table 3.1 Radar Bands and their Usage

3.4 Radar classification

Radar can be classified based on the function and the waveforms

(a)
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(b)

Fig. 3.3 Radar can be classified based on the (a) function and (b) waveforms

In practice, however, the simple radar equation does not predict the range performance of actual

radar equipments to a satisfactory degree of accuracy. The predicted values of radar range are

usually optimistic. In some cases the actual range might be only half that predicted. Part of this

discrepancy is due to the failure of Eq. (3.10) to explicitly include the various losses that can

occur throughout the system or the loss in performance usually experienced when electronic

equipment is operated in the field rather than under laboratory-type conditions &.another

important factor that must be considered in the radar equation is the statistical or unpredictable

nature of several of the parameters. The minimum detectable signal Smin and the target cross

section (σ) are both statistical in nature and must be expressed in statistical terms.

3.5 MINIMUM DETECTABLE SIGNAL

The ability of a radar receiver to detect a weak echo signal is limited by the noise energy that

occupies the same portion of the frequency spectrum as does' the signal energy. The weakest

signal the receiver can detect is called. the minimum detectable signal. The specification of the

minimum detectable signal is sometimes difficult because of its statistical nature and because the

criterion for deciding whether a target is present or not may not be too well defined.
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Detection is based on establishing a threshold level at the output of the receiver. If the Receiver

output exceeds the threshold, a signal is assumed to be present. This is called threshold detection.

Fig. 3.4 Typical envelope of the radar receiver output as a function of time. A, and B, and C
represent signal plus noise. A and B would be valid detections, but C is a missed detection.

A target is said to be detected if the envelope crosses the threshold. if the signal is large such as

at A, it is not difficult to decide that a target is present. But consider the two signals at B and C,

representing target echoes of equal amplitude. The noise voltage accompanying the signal at

B is large enough so that the combination of signal plus noise exceeds the threshold.

Weak signals such as C would not be lost if the threshold level were lower. But too low a

threshold increases the likelihood that noise alone will rise above the threshold and be taken for a

real signal. Such an occurrence is called a false alarm.
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CHAPTER 4: CONTINUOUS WAVE AND FREQUENCY

MODULATED RADAR

4.1 THE DOPPLER EFFECT

It is well known in the fields of optics and acoustics that if either the source of oscillation or the

observer of the oscillation is in motion, an apparent shift in frequency will result. This is the

doppler effect and is the basis of CW radar.

If R is the distance from the radar to target, the total number of wavelengths (λ) contained in the

two-way path between the radar and the target is 2R/λ. The distance R and the wavelength (λ),

are assumed to be measured in the same units. Since one wavelength corresponds to an angular

excursion of 2π radians, the total angular excursion ϕ made by the electromagnetic wave during

its transit to and from the target is 4 /R  .

If target is in motion the range R and phase φ is continually changing. Thus the change in phase

with respect to time can be given as frequency.

4d dR

dt dt




 … (1)

Range with respect to time can be defined as the radial velocity of the target. Thus the Doppler

angular frequency can be given as:

4
2d d rf v


 


  … (2)

Where df is Doppler frequency and rv is the radial velocity of the target with respect to radar. The

Doppler frequency can be related with transmitter frequency 0f .

022 rr
d

v fv
f

c
  … (3)

When rv is given in knots then the Doppler frequency can be given as:

1.03 ( )

( )
r

d

v knots
f

m
 … (4)

The relative velocity may be written cosrv v  where v is the target speed and θis the Angle

made by the target trajectory and the line joining radar and target. When θ = 0, the doppler

frequency is maximum. The doppler is zero when the trajectory is perpendicular to the radar line

of sight (θ= 90°).
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A plot of doppler frequency shifts as a function of radial velocity and the radar frequency bands

is given in fig. 4.2. This figure illustrates that as the target radial velocity get increases the

Doppler frequency shifts get increases with higher radar frequencies.

Fig. 4.1 Geometry of Radar and target in deriving the Doppler shifts

Fig. 4.2 Doppler frequency shifts for a moving target as a function of rv and radar frequency band.
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4.2 Continuous Wave Radar (CW Radar):-

A block diagram of simple CW radar is shown in Fig. 4.3.  The transmitter generates a

continuous (unmodulated) oscillation of frequency 0f , which is radiated by the antenna. A

portion of the radiated energy is intercepted by the target and is scattered, some of it in the

direction of the radar, where it is collected by the receiving antenna.

If the target is in motion with a velocity rv relative to the radar, the received signal will be

shifted in frequency from the transmitted frequency 0f by an amount ± df as given by Eq. (4).

 The plus sign associated with the doppler frequency applies if the distance between target

and radar is decreasing (closing target), that is, when the received signal frequency is

greater than the transmitted signal frequency.

 The minus sign applies if the distance is increasing (receding target).

The received echo signal at a frequency 0f ± df enters the radar via the antenna and is

heterodyned in the detector (mixer) with a portion of the transmitter signal/o to produce a

doppler beat note of frequency df The sign df is lost in this process.

Fig. 4.3 CW Radar with frequency response
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Pulse Radar: Pulse radar that extracts the Doppler frequency-shifted echo signal. A simple

way to convert the CW radar to the pulse radar by turning on and off CW oscillator to generate

pulses. This way of generation of pulses removes the reference signal, which is required to

recognize the Doppler shifts. One way to introduce the reference signal is shown in fig. 4.4. Here

the power amplifier is turned on and off to generate the high power pulses. The received echo

signal is mixed with the output of CW oscillator, which acts as coherent reference to allow the

recognition of any change in the frequency. Here coherent means that the transmitted pulses are

synchronously used as reference signal. The change in frequency is detected through Doppler

filter.

Fig. 4.4 Block diagram of simple Pulse Radar

Sweep to sweep subtraction:
The bipolar video (signal has positive and negative values) from two successive sweeps of MTI

radar is shown in fig. 4.5. If one sweep is subtracted from the previous sweep, fixed clutter

echoes will get cancel, and will not detected. On the other hand, moving target change its

amplitude from sweep to sweep due the Doppler frequency shift. If one sweep is subtracted from

other, the result will be canceled residue as shown in fig. 3.5.

Subtraction of the echoes from two successive sweeps is accomplished in delay line

cancellers as shown in fig. 4.6. The delay-line canceller acts as a filter to eliminate the doc

component of fixed targets and to pass the a-c components of moving targets. The video portion
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of the receiver is divided into two channels. One is a normal video channel. In the other, the

video signal experiences a time delay equal to one pulse-repetition period (equal to the reciprocal

of the pulse-repetition frequency). The outputs from the two channels are subtracted from one

another. The fixed targets with unchanging amplitudes from pulse to pulse are canceled on

subtraction.

However, the amplitudes of the moving-target echoes arc not constant from pulse 10 pulse, and

subtraction results in an uncanceled residue.

Fig. 4.5 Sweep to sweep subtraction

Fig. 4.6 Block diagram of single delay line canceller

MTI Radar Block Diagram:-

The doppler frequency shift [Eq. (3.2)] produced by a moving target may be used in a pulse

radar. just as in the CW radar discussed in Chap. 3, to determine the relative velocity of a target
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or to separate desired moving targets from undesired stationary objects (clutter). Such a pulse

radar that utilizes the doppler frequency shift as a means for discriminating moving from fixed

targets is called an MTI (moving target indication) or a pulse doppler radar.

The block diagram of a more common MTI radar employing a power amplifier is shown

in Fig. 4.5. The significant difference between this MTI configuration is the manner in which the

reference signal is generated. In Fig. 4.7, the coherent reference is supplied by an oscillator

called the coho, which stands for coherent oscillator.

Fig. 4.7 Block diagram of MTI radar with power-amplifier transmitter

 The coho is a stable oscillator whose frequency is the same as the intermediate

frequency used in the receiver. In addition to providing the refcrence signal. the output

of the coho. fc is also mixed with the local-oscillator frequency fl.

 The local oscillator must also be a stable oscillator and is called stalo, for stable local

oscillator.
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 The stalo, coho, and the mixer in which they are combined plus any low-level

amplification are called the receiver-exciter because of the dual role they serve in both

the receiver and the transmitter.

 The characteristic feature of coherent MTI radar is that the transmitted signal must be

coherent (in phase) with the reference signal in the receiver.

 The reference signal from the coho and the I F echo signal are both fed into a mixer

called the phase detector. The phase detector differs from the normal amplitude detector

since its output is proportional to the phase difference between the two input signals.

Delay Line Canceller:-
The simple MTI delay-line canceller shown in Fig. 4.6 is an example of a time-domain filter.The

capability of this device depends on the quality of the medium used as the delay line. Thedelay

line must introduce a time delay equal to the pulse repetition interval. For typical ground-based

air-surveillance radars this might be several milliseconds. Delay times of this magnitude cannot

be· achieved with practical electromagnetic transmission lines. By converting the

electromagnetic signal to an acoustic signal it is possible to utilize delay lines of a delay line

must introduce a time delay equal.

One of the advantages of a time-domain delay-line canceler as compared to the more

conventional frequency-domain filter is that a single network operates at all ranges and does not

require a separate filter for each range resolution cell. Frequency-domain doppler filter banks are

of interest in some forms of MTI and pulse-doppler radar.

Frequency Response of Delay Line canceller

The delay-line canceler acts as a filter which rejects the d-c component of clutter. Because of its

periodic nature, the filter also rejects energy in the vicinity of the pulse repetition frequency and

its harmonics.

The signal from a target at range 0R , the output of the phase detector can be given as:
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1 0sin(2 )dV k f t   … (5)

Where df is Doppler frequency, 0 constant phase of 04 /R  . The signal from the previous

radar transmission is similar, which is delayed by time PT

2 0sin[2 ( ) ]d PV k f t T    … (6)

Everything else is assumed to remain essentially constant over the interval PT so that k is the

same for both pulses. The output from the subtractor is

1 2 02 sin ( )cos 2 ( )
2
P

d P d

T
V V V k f T f t         

…. (7)

The magnitude of the relative frequency-response of the delay-line canceler [ratio of the
amplitude of the output from the delay-line canceler, 2 sin ( )d Pk f T , to the amplitude of the

normal radar video k] is shown in Fig. 4.8.

Fig. 4.8 Frequency response of the single delay-line canceller; T = delay time =1/ pf

Blind Speed:-
The response of the single-delay-line canceler will be zero whenever the argument d Pf T in the

amplitude factor of Eq. (7) is 0, π, 2 π, ... , etc., or when

2
0,1,2,3,......r

d p
P

V n
f nf n

T
    … (8)

The delay-line cancela not only eliminates the d-c component caused by clutter (n = 0), but

unfortunately it also rejects any moving target whose doppler frequency happens to be the same

as the prf or a multiple

there of. Those relative target velocities which result in zero MTI response are called blind speed

and can be given as:

0,1, 2,3,......
2 2

p
n

p

n fn
v n

T


   … (9)
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where nv is the nth blind speed. If λ is measured in meters,fp in Hz, and the relative velocity in

knots, the blind speeds are

1.02
p

n p

n f
v n f


  … (10)

The blind speeds are one of the limitations of pulse MTI radar which do not occur with CW

radar. They are present in pulse radar because doppler is measured by discrete samples (pulses)

at the prf rather than continuously.

Pulse Doppler Radar:-
A pulse radar that extracts the doppler frequency shift for the purpose of detecting moving

targets in the presence of clutter is either an MTI radar or a pulse doppler radar.

The distinction between them is based on the fact that in a sampled measurement system like a

pulse radar, ambiguities can arise in both the doppler frequency (relative velocity) and the range

(time delay) measurements. Range ambiguities are avoided with a low sampling rate (low pulse

repetition frequency), and doppler frequency ambiguities are avoided with a high sampling rate.

However, in most radar applications the sampling rate, or pulse repetition frequency, cannot be

selected to avoid both types of measurement ambiguities.

The pulse doppler radar is more likely to use range-gated doppler filter-banks than delay-

line cancelers. Also, a power amplifier such as a klystron is more likely to be used than a delay-

line cancelers. A pulse doppler radar operates at a higher duty cycle than does an MTI. Although

it is difficult to generalize, the MTI radar seems to be the more widely used of the two, but pulse

doppler is usually more capable of reducing clutter. .

Fig. 4.9 Sketch of airborne Pulse Doppler radar
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 A radar that increases its prf high enough to avoid the problems of blind speeds is called
as Pulse radar.

 A high-prf pulase Doppler radar is one with no blind speeds with in the Doppler space.
 A medium-prf pulase Doppler radar is one  get operated at slightly lower  prf and accepts

both range and Doppler ambiguities.
 A brief comparison between different Doppler pulse radar is given in table 4.1

Table. 4.1:- Comparison of different pulse Doppler radar
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